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A WORD FROM OUR CHAIRS

Statistical Computing

Statistical Graphics

Lee Wilkinson is the 2003 Chair
of the Statistical Computing Section (with granddaugter Bea,
wouldn’t he have made a better
candidate for governor of California?)

David James is the 2003 Chair
of the Statistical Graphics Section.
He missed the filing deadline!

Because SYSTAT was recently sold to an Indian company, I had the privilege of visiting several statistical
computing sites in India this winter. Apart from assisting the new SYSTAT Software Inc. in the transition, I
gave talks at the Indian Academy of Sciences in Bangalore and the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta. We
also visited technology sites in Bangalore. The experience reminded me of earlier trips to the Soviet Bloc,
Russia, Ukraine, Armenia, and the Crimea in the 1980’s
and 1990’s, where I witnessed the first stages of a growing software industry.

I’d like to share with you some Section announcements.
First, I want to thank Paul Murrell, this year’s Program
Chair, and Jeff Solka, 2004 Program Chair-elect, for
putting together an excellent statistics graphics program
at the 2003 JSM in San Francisco. Also, I want to
encourage you to contact Jeff (jsolka@nswc.navy.mil)
with ideas and suggestions for invited sessions, topiccontributed sessions, and technical exhibits for the 2004
Toronto meetings. You’re perfectly welcome to nominate yourself to help coordinate one of more of these –
come on, don’t be shy!

These trips involved contrasts. Contrasts between image (technology consumers) and reality (technology
producers). In short, I found that countries Westerners once thought of as technology followers are becoming technology leaders. Developers in these countries
(India, Russia, China, ...) are no longer imitating Silicon Valley, Redmond or, for that matter, anyone else
in the US, UK, Europe or Australia. They are creating new stuff. For example, the most powerful editing/debugging/refactoring system I have ever used (IntelliJ IDEA) is designed and produced in Prague, with
help from Russians and other Eastern Europeans.

I’m very happy to welcome Mario Peruggia as 2004
Chair-elect, Dan Rope as the 2004 Program Chair-elect,
and Naomi B. Robbins as our second Council of Section
Representative. Their terms officially start on January
1st, 2004, but they’ve already started helping the Section.

For the last ten years or so, we have seen US corporations out-source their programming to companies like

As Program Chair-elect Dan Rope will be putting together the round-table luncheons for the 2004 Toronto

As Chair-elect, Mario will have as his primary responsibility to get acquainted with the organization and functioning of the Section (although having served as Program Chair in 2002, he’ll hit the pavement running);
also he’ll put together a budget for 2005, when he’ll
serve as Section Chair.
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Wipro, Tata, and Infosys. I expect we will see in the
next ten years more products designed in-house by these
and similar foreign companies. This trend will be nourished by the growth of Linux, but I believe it will affect
Windows software as well.
What does this mean for the Statistical Computing Section? I believe we need to be aware of these trends
and continue to welcome students, faculty, and other researchers from these countries. We need to help resolve
visa problems for meeting participants. We need to continue the work of members like Lionel Galway, who
helped promote our Section awards overseas. Most of
all, in an era of so-called ‘homeland security’ we need
to fight against isolation.
To reach out more next year, the Statistical Computing
Board has voted to a) help with expenses for students
who are primary poster or paper presenters in Section
sessions, b) help reimburse travel expenses for workshop presenters (particularly those from overseas), and
c) help sponsor statistical computing ‘mini meetings’ in
order to encourage new topics and local participation.
My greatest achievement this year as Chair was to help
assemble a slate of extraordinary officers and officerselect for next year. I encourage you to visit our Web site
(http://www.statcomputing.org) and support the Sec-

Editorial
We apologize for the delay in getting to the press for this
issue, for a combination of fortunate and unfortunate
reasons. The first delay was because Ranjan’s move to
a facaulty position at Iowa State and the second, when
he arrived he had trouble biking on the plains, and fractured his arm. This slowed down the editing work.
This is an exciting and happening time for both Statistical Computing and Graphics. Says 1987 Nobel prize
winner for economics, Robert Solow, about this year’s
prize, “If you want to understand the connections between important economic quantities that change over
time, you need a serious, careful method for connecting
your picture with the data you actually observe, and this
is what they did.” Thats a boost for statistical graphics. In this issue, the featured article by John Nash
discusses programming across different computing platforms. Heman Robinson talks about the usability of dif2
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meetings — feel free to contact him at drope@spss.com
if you’d like to lead a discussion group on your favorite
graphics topic. As you may or may not know, these
events are very relaxed and allow you to meet people
with similar statistical interests as yours. Moreover this
atmosphere provides plenty of opportunities to find out
what’s new and sometimes even to show off a bit. And
if you are the discussion leader, you get your lunch free!
Seriously!
Naomi B. Robbins will be replacing Charles Roosen
(thanks Charles!) as one of our representative in the
Council of Section (COS) body (Juergen Symanzik being our other representative).
Finally, looking forward, Steve Eick (eick@visintuit.com)
is looking for nominations for next year’s election. He’s
looking for nominations for Chair-elect, Program Chairelect, Secretary/Treasurer, Publication officer, and COS
representative. Please contact him with any suggestions
you might have.
David James
2003 Chair, ASA Section on Statistical Graphics
ferent symbols for scatterplots, and Manuel Suarez discusses visualization methods for large databases, after
preprocessing data into projections and converting them
to images and movie displays. Further, in this issue, we
start a much-needed package-author-contributed survey
on available statistical software tools for bioinformatics. Per Broberg discusses here the basics of his SAG e
(Statistical Analysis of the GeneChip) package, which
provides tools for ANOVA, Bayesian analysis, and clustering.
Finally, we are very thankful to our contributors for so
comprehensively helping us through their articles capture the “happening” feeling in this issue. We could not
do it without you, and we would like to request more
contributions from our members for the next issue, due
December, 2003.
Dianne Cook and Ranjan Maitra

SPECIAL ARTICLE

Abstract

A common annoyance we experienced was that
text files are stored differently under Unix/Linux,
DOS/Windows and Macintosh operating systems. The
central concern is line endings, which involve a
line-feed character (LF = ASCII 10 decimal) for
Unix/Linux, a carriage-return (CR = ASCII 13 decimal) for Macintosh and the character pair carriagereturn, line-feed (CR LF) for DOS/Windows. This
annoyance required considerable discipline in our development work. There are reasonable tools available
(there are some listed under ‘tools’ on our own site
http://macnash.admin.uottawa.ca/∼rsmin) to facilitate the conversions, particularly between DOS and
Unix formats, and there is a growing capability of other
software to ‘absorb’ the differences. Nevertheless, the
issue still causes aggravation.

Computer programs created by and for researchers are
often distributed via the Internet. When sender and recipient have similar computing platforms, this is generally straightforward. However, it is common that a
cross-platform transfer will need to be made, either to
view source code or to download an entire package.
This article discusses some tools that allow a single
repository of source code to serve recipients on different
platforms.

A second issue is the use of different archive
and compression programs under different systems. DOS/Windows users commonly use the ‘zip’
archive method popularized by the PKZip program
(http://www.pkware.com), but available widely in a
number of tools. (My personal preference is 7-zip from
http://www.7-zip.org). Unix/Linux users commonly
use the combination of the tar archive program and
the gzip compression tool to create ‘tar.gz’ archives.

Motivations

A third obstacle arose out of an operational need to be
able to see output from our programs during long test
computations, yet also save this output to a file or files.
The Unix tool TEE allows the standard output stream to
be captured to a file. The DJGPP port of TEE as well as
some other tools for DOS/Windows did not prove sufficiently easy or reliable to use, and came to our attention
late enough that we had already implemented the obvious mechanism of duplicating the ‘write’ statements.
This clumsy but reliable method of ensuring output is
both displayed and filed can, of course, be used regardless of computing environment, and we have retained it
in our codes. Nevertheless, it clutters our listings and is
a nuisance when not needed.

Tools to aid in the display
and distribution of
computer program
code across computing
platforms
John C. Nash, School of Management, University of
Ottawa
jcnash@uottawa.ca

Many scientists create software that they would like to
distribute, and the most common way to do this is to
place files on an Internet site so that they can be downloaded. This works well if the the recipient has computing resources similar to the creator, but can impose
a fairly heavy load of clerical work if the software is
intended to operate in a variety of computing environments.
The particular situation that motivated the present article is a suite of programs, data and documentation
for minimizing functions that can only be imprecisely
evaluated (Joe and Nash, 2003). This code was prepared in Fortran 77, but the two authors were working on a number of computers and operating systems.
Indeed, over the span of the project, code has been
run on Sun Solaris and IBM AIX flavours of Unix,
Red Hat and Debian flavours of Linux, and Microsoft
DOS, Windows 3.1, Window 95, Windows 98 and Windows XP. A number of compilers have been used, but
mainly the Gnu g77 on Linux and DOS/Windows (via
the DJGPP port, see http://www.delorie.com; there are
other ports of these tools, for example, the Cygwin
project, http://www.cygwin.com) and the Lahey v.5.01
and Watcom v.9.5 compilers under DOS. We also used
Salford FTN77 Personal Edition v.4.03 in some tests.

Finally, in documenting our code, we do not want to
maintain display listings as well as code files. Thus it
would be helpful to be able to display our actual source
codes.
We have been able to fairly easily achieve modest solutions to all the issues raised above. These should be
considered interim stages in resolving the difficulties as
there are many improvements that could be made. Nevertheless, other workers may find the tools useful either
in themselves or in motivating similar strategies and tactics. I welcome a sharing of ideas and tools to render the
‘busy work’ of distributing research information more
Vol.14 No.1
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productive.

Approach
In overcoming the issues listed above, we use a simple web-site design of static HTML pages to present the
collection of problems, data and source code. In this,
the problems are presented via HTML pages, where the
line ending issue does not cause difficulty. Data and
source code are stored as plain text in the Unix format (LF line ending). At the time of writing, we do
not convert files, but provide on our web site the tools
dos2unix and unix2dos. As needed, we will convert to other line-ending formats (though we do not
yet provide Macintosh format). Similarly, we will not
store any archive of code and data, but will create it as
needed. Again, Macintosh archives are not supported
yet. We want to provide listings by automatically formatting the source code and data files.
This design requires that we be able to run some small
programs on our server in order to carry out the required
conversions. In this, PERL scripts have been used to
perform the listing function and to create compressed
archives of code for download, while a couple of small
embedded JavaScript routines within our HTML pages
are used to set the correct server identifier and appropriate directory or file path.

Scripts
In the heading section of our HTML pages, JavaScript
is used to set the appropriate machine identifier. In the
example which follows, this is a static IP number that
points to the localhost (i.e., the local machine – we are
testing without a network connection).
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Main RSM page for Website</TITLE>
<script type="text/javascript">
var machine="127.0.0.1"
</script>
</HEAD>

In the body of an HTML page where we wish to
list some files, for example, files setupu.f and
urept.f, we use the JavaScript function document.write() to insert the appropriate ‘machine’
string. The HTML code appears as follows:
<UL>
<LI>A subroutine to set up the user
function calculation
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("<a href=\"http://",
machine)
</script>
4
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/cgi-bin/rsmlist.pl?file=src/setupu.f">
<B>setupu.f</B></a></LI><BR>
<LI>A subroutine to prepare a report on
the results of the minimization
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("<a href=\"http://",
machine)
</script>
/cgi-bin/rsmlist.pl?file=src/urept.f">
<B>urept.f</B></a></LI><BR>
</UL>

The server-side Perl script rsmlist.pl is used to actually display the listing of a file. The filename is passed
to the script through the http call, that is, via the URL.
For the present case of urept.f, the URL would be
http://localhost/cgi-bin/rsmlist.pl?file=urept.f

Note that there is a static parameter $fdir that provides
the name of the (server machine) directory where the
file urept.f resides.
[Perl script 1 - listed below]
The server-side Perl script mkbatch.pl is used to
allow for the creation and download of compressed
archives of the entire source code collection for a given
package. This is a fairly sophisticated script, but not
large by the norms of e-commerce.
[Perl script 2 - listed below]
To allow for the cloning of write() statements or the
removal of same, two small Perl scripts were created
which are run locally and applied to one file at a time.
(A simple BATch file in MS-DOS allows for application
to all the files.) Note that it is necessary to also include
statements to open/create the file to which output is to
be sent, or to comment out such statements if we do not
want output duplicated. For space reasons, we will not
include the scripts here.

Additional matters
In setting up web-sites that run on different platforms,
we have found some related difficulties.
• Unix/Linux is case sensitive for filenames, while
Windows and Macintosh are not. The propensity
of Windows to change the filename case either
totally or partially (such as first letter upper case)
can create serious problems as the filenames then
may not correspond to links that reference them.
• File permissions on Unix/Linux need to be set to
allow scripts to be executed, files to be read etc.
Directories may also need permissions. Moreover, ‘who’ gets access is important. When files

are accessed via a web browser, it is the httpd
server ‘user’ who must have access. For example, on many Red Hat Linux systems, this user is
called ‘apache’.
• From the previous point, we may also need to set
file ownerships with the ‘chown’ function.

Conclusion
The purpose of this article is to underline the principle of reuse of source code, in this case for listing and

distribution rather than for re-execution. The ideas are
commonly promoted, but may be overlooked. Certainly
the solutions suggested are far from unique. There are
many ways to implement the same capabilities.

References
Joe, H. and Nash, J. C. (2003) Numerical optimization
and surface estimation with imprecise function evaluations, accepted for publication in Statistics and Computing.

[Perl script 1]
#!/usr/bin/perl
# System settings for ETPRL (C) J C Nash 2002
# use strict;
use CGI qw(:standard);
# change the next line to provide your RSMin website location
my $fdir="d:/jnwork/hjoe/rsmweb02/";
my $query=new CGI;
my $ff=$query->param(’file’);
print header(),
start_html(’listing’),
h1("Listing of $ff"),
"<br>\n",
"<p><font color=\"green\">Use back button to return to code documentation</font><br>\n",
"<pre>\n";
open (FILE, "<$fdir/$ff");
my @lines = <FILE>;
close(FILE);
for my $ll (@lines) {
print "$ll";
}
print "\</pre\>\n";
print $query->end_html();
exit;
1;

[Perl script 2]
#!/usr/bin/perl
# === mkbtch ====
# build a zip or a tar.gz archive of current RSMin software
use strict;
my (@doit, $ext);
# setups - YOU MUST CHANGE THESE
# machine IP or name
my $machname=’127.0.0.1’; # localhost test
# program for zip
my $zip = "c:\\u\\pkzip";
# program for tar # should include gzip
my $tar = "c:\\usr\\bin\\tar"; # should include gzip
# directory of web as absolute path # end with /
my $absweb = "c:\\progra˜1\\abyssw˜1\\htdocs\\website02\\"; # end with / or \
Vol.14 No.1
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# directory of cgi-bin as absolute path # end with / or \
my $abscgi = "c:\\progra˜1\\abyssw˜1\\cgi-bin\\";
# relative directory of project website # (start and end with /)
my $relweb = ’website02’; # (start and end with /)
# project name e.g. rsm0211 # change if project changes
my $projname = ’rsm0211’; # change if project changes
# === end setups ===
use CGI;
# Get the cgi parameters
my $query = new CGI;
my $tarzip = $query->param(’tarzip’);
chdir
print
print
print

($absweb); # goto the directory, so command string not too long
$query -> header();
$query->start_html();
$query->h2("Compressing files for $projname");

# fix nullity problem in tarzip!! 021126
if (! $tarzip) { # no tarzip parameter
print "Null string tarzip!! <br>";
print $query->startform();
print $query->hidden(-name=>’tarzip’, -value=>’zip’);
print $query->submit(-value=>’Make Zip’);
print $query->end_form();
print "<br>\n";
print $query->startform();
print $query->hidden(-name=>’tarzip’, -value=>’tar’);
print $query->submit(-value=>’Make Tar’);
print $query->end_form();
}
else {
if ($tarzip eq ’zip’) {
@doit = ("$zip", "-pr", "$projname.zip", "$projname\\*.*");
$ext=’zip’;
}
elsif ($tarzip eq ’tar’) {
# @doit = ("$tar", "-czvf", "$absweb\\$projname.tar.gz", "$absweb\\$projname\\*");
# note NOT *.*
@doit = ("$tar", "-czvf", "$projname.tar.gz", "$projname\\*"); # note NOT *.*
$ext=’tar.gz’;
}
else {# error
print "ERROR - Command = $tarzip is not valid\n";
print $query->end_html();
exit;
}
# erase any existing file
if (-e "$projname.$ext") {
print STDERR "erasing $projname.$ext\n";
print "<br><b>Erasing existing archive <i>$projname.$ext</i> </b><br> \n";
unlink("$projname.$ext") or die("Did not erase $projname.$ext successfully");
}
# display to let user know something is happening
print "<h3>Performing compression</h3>";
6
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print "<pre>";
my $retcode = system("@doit");
print "</pre>";
if ($retcode != 0) {
print STDERR "zip failed!";
print "Zip failed, Complain to your administrator \n";
print $query->startform(-action=>"http://$machname/$relweb/index.htm");
print $query->submit(-value=>’Return to RSMin Index’);
print $query->end_form();
};
print $query->startform(-action=>"http://$machname/$relweb/$projname.$ext");
print $query->submit(-value=>"Download RSMin Archive $projname.$ext");
print $query->end_form();
print $query->startform(-action=>"http://$machname/$relweb/index.htm");
print $query->submit(-value=>’Return to RSMin Index’);
print $query->end_form();
}
print $query->end_html();
1;
#### end of file #####

TOOLS FOR BIOINFORMATICS – I

Analysing Gene
Expression Data in R
with the package SAG
Per Broberg, AstraZeneca R&D, Lund, Sweden
per.broberg@astrazeneca.com

Introduction
This note will exemplify how statistical analyses of
gene expression data can be performed using the free
software R. An R package for retrieval, preparation
and analysis of data from the Affymetrix GeneChip
called Statistical Analysis of the GeneChip is presented.
In particular the issue of identifying differentially expressed genes is addressed. The package license is
GNU GPL. The functions include both standard types
of analyses and more experimental approaches. The
package was included in Broberg (2003), but more recent versions will appear on the package web site (2).

Finding differentially expressed genes
The main feature is the modified t-test implemented as
the function samrocN, see Broberg (2003). This and
some other functions are briefly presented below.
samrocN: Calculates a regularized t-statistic that minimizes the false positive and false negative rates. In

practice one starts out with a top list size or a number of
practical top list sizes, and the task is to find an optimal
size in the range given and to populate that list with as
many true positives as possible. The statistic used is the
one pioneered by Tusher et al. (2001)
d=

dif f
S0 + S

where diff is an effect estimate, e.g. a group mean difference, S is a standard error, and S0 is a regularizing
constant. In the two sample case putting S0 = 0 will
yield the equal variance t-test. An optimisation
prop
2
cedure minimises the criterion C = (F P + F N 2 )
over a lattice of possible values of S0 and the length of
the top list.
The syntax follows the R language standard for linear
models. An example:
>dim(test)
[1] 10000 8 # The data matrix has genes
# in the (10,000) rows and
# arrays in the (8) columns
> g <- c(rep(1,4), rep(2,4)) # vector
# indicating column labels
> table(g)
g
1 2
4 4
samroc.res <- samrocN(data = test,
Vol.14 No.1
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

formula=˜as.factor(g), contrast=c(0,
1),N = c(50, 100, 150, 200),B=100,
smooth=F)
the formula indicates a one-way ANOVA
where the parameters are the first
group mean term and the second group
effect. It is the second parameter
(difference) that is of interest and
which corresponds to the contrast
c(0,1). The top list sizes considered
are given by the vector N. B is the
number of bootstrap iterations, and
smooth indicates whether or not
smoothing is going to be applied to
the standard error estimates.

estimatep0: Estimates the proportion unchanged, based
on Storey (2001). The basic idea is to use a vector of
p-values and by comparison to the uniform distribution
infer the proportion changed genes.
Firstpass: Provides the per gene Wilcoxon Rank Sum
or Kruskal-Wallis test.
Fstat: ANOVA F-test, which offers a per gene test of
a hypothesised linear model against a null model. Pvalues can be calculated using a bootstrap using permuted residuals.

clin2mim
cluster.q
estimatep0
fetchAvgDiff
firstpass
fom
Fstat

gap
list.experiments
mat2TeX
normalise
outlier
padj
pava

4

R2mim
samfdr

2
0

−4

−2

0

2

4

Xprep

0.09

d(i)

0.07

Zfreq

0.05

False Discovery Rate

Function
caha

westfall.young
−6

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

Figure: (upper panel): Output for samfdr, displaying
the expected samroc statistic against the observed values. (lower panel): Estimated False Discovery Rate as
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Utility
Clustering
Goodness measured by the
Calinski-Harabasz index
clin2mim
Clustering
Goodness
measured by Q2
Estimate proportion unchanged genes
Fetch data from the
GATC database
firstpass
Clustering Figure of
Merit
Calculation of F statistic by gene given a linear
model
GAP statistic clustering
figure of merit
Display all experiment
names and id’s
Ouput matrix to LaTeX
Normalise arrays
Identify outliers in the
multivariate distribution
Adjusted p-values for
group comparisons
Pooling of Adjacent
Violators
R2mim
Calculate False Discovery Rate for SAM
Calculate ROC curve
based SAM statistic
Calculate
Westfall-Young
corrected p-values
Calculation
of
input to stat.bayesian starting from linear model
Bayesian analysis of a
Comparative experiment
with two groups

Future Developments

0.40

Cut−off

8

The full set of functions appears in the following table:

samrocN

−4 −2

Expected order statistic

Figure 1 provides the output for samfdr, which displays
the expected samroc statistic against the observed values in the upper panel. From the figure, it appears that
a lot of genes are differentially expressed. The proportion unchanged is estimated at 81%. The lower panel
provides an estimate of the False Discovery Rate as
a function of the cut-off δ such that genes satisfying
| d − dexpected |> δ are called differentially expressed.

a function of the cut-off δ.

Vol.14 No.1

The function samrocN is slow and would benefit from
the use of C-code for the number crunching. R offers an
API for linking C-code. More functions, dealing with
e.g. imputation and trend tests will be included in the
near future.

References
1. Broberg P. Statistical methods for ranking differentially expressed gene, Genome Biology 2003,
4(6):R41. Available on the worldwide web at
http : //genomebiology.com/2003/4/6/R41.
2. SAG homepage accessible on the worldwide web
at http : //www.home.swipnet.se/pibroberg.

STATISTICAL GRAPHICS

Usability of Scatter Plot
Symbols
Heman Robinson, SAS Institute
Heman.Robinson@sas.com

Introduction
Scatter plots need good symbols to display categorical
data. A new generation of statistical graphics in SAS
software provided an opportunity to study this problem.

3. Tusher V.G., Tibshirani R., Chu G: Significance
analysis of microarrays applied to the ionizing radiation response. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.USA
2001, 98: 5116-5121.
4. Storey JD: (2001) A Direct Approach to False
Discovery Rates. Technical Report Stanford
2001.
to be highly discriminable in (Krose, 1987), (Malik and
Perona, 1990), and other psychological studies.
The relevant concept in these psychological studies is
preattentive processing. In modeling the human visual
system, psychologists have identified properties that improve discriminability. In these figures adapted from
Julesz (1981), most people quickly detect the presence
of arrows among the triangles. Less quickly detected
are the upper-right triangles among the lower-left triangles.

It is well known that users save time when they are provided good defaults (Nielsen, 1993). With a good default symbol set, users can produce high-quality plots
without making time-consuming adjustments.
Desirable characteristics of a default symbol set include:
• a sufficient number of symbols to display any
likely data
• equally weighted symbols for unbiased data display
• discriminable symbols for data exploration
• popular symbols for data presentation
The first two characteristics are easily achieved, but discriminability and popularity present a tradeoff. Some of
the most popular symbols are not highly discriminable.
Conversely, one can find highly discriminable symbols
that no one wants to use. A good default symbol set
must achieve discriminability without sacrificing popularity.
In addition, order of the symbol set is important. Data
with two categories will use the first two symbols; data
with three categories the first three symbols, and so
on. Therefore, discriminability and popularity should
be maximized for initial subsets.

Research
Cleveland (1993) solved this problem for two categories. He advocates the use of Circle and Plus symbols. These are both popular symbols and were shown

According to preattentive theory, the arrows are more
easily discriminable because they differ in the number of line terminations. Line crossings, terminations,
lengths, and orientations, as well as other properties,
are detected preattentively (Healey, Booth, and Enns,
1996).
Vol.14 No.1
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Sym.

Cross.

Tm.

0
0
0

3
0
0

Lengths
(pixels)
5,5,5
5,5,5
5,5,5

Orient.
(degrees)
0,90,135
0,90,135
0,90,135

Most of the psychological studies are of textures, so we
cannot assume the same symbols are preattentively detected in scatter plots. Still, the studies offer strong
evidence that preattentive differences improve discriminability.
The question is, how to achieve both discriminability
and popularity? A reasonable approach is to find the
most popular symbols, then choose among them to gain
discriminability.

Method
An opinion survey was conducted to find a pool of popular symbols. To find discriminable symbols in this
pool, usability tests were performed: first, exploratory
tests to find a new symbol set; then, a confirmatory test
to compare traditional and new symbol sets.
The opinion survey was based on a computer-generated
list of symbols. All symbols were drawn bitmapped in a
5x5 grid, which is appropriate for current mass-market
displays. It is assumed larger symbols are at least as
discriminable.
The list of symbols was ranked by mean score, using a
simple algorithm of 15 points for 1st choice, 14 points
for second, etc. Ranking was done by 75 software developers in statistics, graphics, and human factors at
SAS Institute. These participants were all familiar with
scatter plots and were told this was a search for scatter
plot symbols but were otherwise given no instruction.
Exploratory tests compared search times for symbol
pairs in sets of 25 popular symbols. Participants from
the same pool of developers were asked to find one randomly placed target symbol against a background of
randomly placed distractor symbols. There were 60 trials in each test. In about 10% of the trials, no target was
present. Search times were automatically recorded and
were used to determine the new symbol set.
10
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The confirmatory test compared the new symbol set
against a traditional set of seven geometric symbols
found in popular products. Data with two categories
would use the first two symbols; data with three categories the first three symbols, and so on. Therefore, all
initial subsets were tested, of sizes 2 through 7. Participants from the same pool of developers were asked to
find a randomly placed target symbol against a background of randomly placed distractor symbols. New
and traditional symbol sets were compared in random
order over 75 trials. In about 10% of the trials, no target
was present. Search times were automatically recorded.
Search patterns were presented in random order, with
the same search patterns used for both traditional and
new symbol sets, as shown below.

Rank
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Symbol

Score
1.22
1.19
1.18
1.15
1.08
1.06
1.04
1.04
1.03
0.96
0.94

After the survey, symbols 18 and 27 were excluded due
to comments by participants that these symbols looked
like swastikas. (The search program also generated a
true swastika, which was removed before the survey.)

Results
The opinion survey produced a ranked list of popular
symbols. The top 40 symbols are shown in the table
below.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Symbol

Score
10.06
9.90
9.82
8.62
8.30
7.48
4.49
3.77
3.22
3.00
2.18
2.11
2.04
1.84
1.82
1.75
1.62
1.51
1.46
1.46
1.35
1.29
1.29
1.27
1.27
1.24
1.24
1.23
1.22

The exploratory tests compared search times for pairs
of popular symbols. Mean log search times were used
as an inverse distance measure to perform multidimensional scaling. Reduction to two dimensions produced
the plots shown below.

The exploratory plots showed symbols roughly separated into ten groups. Symbols in each group were easVol.14 No.1
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Traditional

ily discriminable from all symbols except each other.
As shown in the table below, the ten groups can be explained by differences in their preattentive properties.
Gp

Sym.

Crs.

Tm.

Orient.
(deg.)

0
0
0
2
2
2
2
4
3,4

Lines
>3
px.
0
1
2,4
2
2
2
2
2
1,2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0,1

10

0,1

4,6

1,2,4

0,30,90,150

0,90,45,135
0
0,90
90
0
60,120
30,150
45,135
0,90

It is reasonable to assume orientation has greater impact
for longer lines, so for simplicity this table shows only
lines longer than three pixels. As the table shows, the
first eight groups have distinct preattentive properties.
Groups 1, 2, and 3 contain symbols with no crossings or
terminations. These groups are distinguished from each
other by their numbers of long lines.
Groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 contain symbols with two terminations. These groups are distinguished from each
other by their orientations. This agrees with the results
of Beck (1972).
Group 8 is the only symbol with long diagonal lines.
The X was easily distinguished from all other symbols.
Group 9 contains symbols with prominent vertical and
horizontal lines. Testing within this group, Julesz and
Bergen (1983) found a preattentive difference. Testing
with other groups as done here, however, the symbols
in this group are distinct.
Group 10 is not clearly distinguished by crossings, terminations, lengths, or orientations. It may be distinguished by intensity, which is also a preattentive property (Healey, Booth, and Enns, 1996). At these small
sizes, short lines close together may be perceived as
dense blobs rather than independent lines.
Confirmatory Test
Exploratory tests examined only two symbols at a time.
To confirm these results for more than two categories,
a new symbol set was chosen using seven popular symbols from the discriminable groups. The new symbol set
was compared against a traditional set of seven symbols
found in popular products.
12
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New

Because initial subsets are used, popularity and discriminability should be maximized early in the order.
The traditional set uses an order found in popular products. To construct the new set, symbols were first ordered by popularity. Then, two adjacent pairs of symbols were swapped. Circle was ordered before Plus, because Cleveland (1985) observed the Circle minimizes
interference when only one symbol is used. Also, X
was ordered before Square. This should improve discriminability, as exploratory tests showed X was easily
distinguished from all other symbols.
In the traditional set, two pairs of symbols appeared
in the same groups. The Circle and Diamond have
few preattentive differences, and the two Triangles have
none. The new set, using symbols from seven groups
instead of five, increases the diversity of preattentive
properties.
The confirmatory test compared all initial subsets of
both traditional and new symbol sets. T-tests on the
mean log search times gave results shown below:
Initial
Subset
2
3
4
5
6
7

LS Means
Trad.
7.883
8.045
8.047
8.033
8.097
8.247

New
7.638
7.842
8.026
8.113
8.096
8.154

T-Tests
tDiff
-5.53
-4.22
-0.32
0.98
-0.01
-1.67

p(tDiff)
<.0001
<.0001
0.7478
0.3285
0.9898
0.0966

The confirmatory tests show strong evidence of improvement in search times (p<0.0001) for the initial
subsets of two and three. The subsets of four, five, and
six differed in only one symbol, which made no significant difference in search times. The subsets of seven
differed in two symbols and showed an improvement
significant at the 90% level (p=0.0966) even though the
test was most difficult for this largest subset.
Several participants reported the confirmatory test grew
more difficult as the subsets grew larger. Mean search
times and mean error rates confirmed this, as shown below.

Initial
Subset
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean Search
Time (secs)
Trad.
New
3.05
2.34
3.60
2.79
3.58
3.46
3.77
3.92
3.94
4.05
4.39
3.97

Mean Error
Rate (%)
Trad.
New
4.3
1.4
14.7
6.6
14.0
10.5
14.4
9.3
16.7
9.3
20.6
14.6

Appendix: A General-Purpose Symbol Set
The purpose of this study was to find a default symbol
set for a new generation of statistical graphics in SAS
software. Experience suggests plots of more than ten
categories are rare. Twenty symbols should provide a
robust symbol set for any likely data. If customers have
more categories, results of the opinion survey can be
used to extend the symbol set.
Usability tests showed discriminability grows more difficult for larger subsets. For a large symbol set, there is
no reason to sacrifice popularity; we might as well use
the twenty most popular symbols.
Exploratory tests showed the twenty most popular symbols are distributed across seven groups. Confirmatory tests showed discriminability can be improved by
choosing symbols from these discriminable groups.
Group
1
9
8
3
10
2
4

Participants were asked to strive for speed as well as
accuracy, so there were many errors in which the participant failed to find the target. Search times could be
compared only when the participant found both targets.
Error rates include all of the data. With the new symbol
set, mean error rates decreased for all subsets.

Conclusion
Exploratory tests showed groups of scatter plot symbols
consistent with preattentive theory. Confirmatory tests
showed mean search times and mean error rates were
reduced for a new symbol set based on popularity and
preattentive differences.
By choosing popular symbols with preattentive differences, we can achieve both popularity and discriminability.

Symbols

The symbols within each group are ordered by popularity, with three symbols shifted to enhance discriminability. FixedStar and TriangleDown are given lower priorities because exploratory tests showed rotated symbols
were easily confused. Spiral is given higher priority because exploratory tests showed it to be one of the more
discriminable symbols in its group.
The most popular symbols in each group were the seven
tested symbols. Beyond this, the grouping strategy
can be continued by reading vertically from the table,
choosing symbols from four groups, four groups, two
groups, then one. Using the groups in the same order
each time maximizes separation of symbols from the
same group. This enhances discriminability for certain
data sets in which adjacent categories of data create adjacent clusters in scatter plots.
Some of the symbol names below were suggested by
Liungman (1995). Customer feedback may suggest
changes to this symbol set and so may further research.
For now, these twenty symbols provide a robust symbol
set that achieves both popularity and discriminability.
Vol.14 No.1
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Name
Circle
Plus
X
Square
Asterisk
Triangle
Union
Diamond
IBeam
Hex
Home
Heart
Tack
Spiral
TriangleDown
Weave
HomeDown
FixedStar
Chain
Arrow

Symbol

Krose, B. J. A. (1987), ”Local Structure Analyzers as
Determinants of Preattentive Pattern Discrimination”,
Biological Cybernetics, 55:289-298.
Liungman, C. (1995), Thought Signs, IOS Press, Inc.,
http://www.symbols.com/.
Malik, J. and Perona, P. (1990), ”Preattentive Texture
Discrimination with Early Vision Mechanisms”, Journal of the Optical Society of America, A, 7:923-932.
Nielsen, J. (1993), Usability Engineering, Cambridge,
MA: Academic Press, 41-42.
Triesman, A. (1985), ”Preattentive Processing in Vision”, Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image Processing, 31:156-177.

Layering Images for Large
Data Visualization
Manuel Suarez, USGS, La Crosse, WI
msuarez@usgs.gov
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Abstract
This article describes visualization methods for large
multivariate data sets, using preprocessing of the data
into projections which are converted to images and
movies to provide graphical displays. Here we explore
combining images and movies, created from subsets
of the data, into composite images and movies. The
benefit of such compositing is that large data sets can
be segmented into smaller more workable subsets, or
processed sequentially as new data is collected. This
will be applicable to visualizing multivariate spatiotemporal data, such as remote-sensing data.

Introduction
This work builds upon the software Limn,
http://www.sourceforge.net/Limn, which allows a
user to large visualize multivariate data using tours and
scatterplot matrices. (Tours are dyamic graphics proposed by Asimov, 1985. The method is implemented
in numerous software packages, for example, GGobi,
http://www.ggobi.org.) Limn, written in Java, constructs grey-scale density images of large data, uses
these to generate the scatterplot matrix and sequences
projections for the tour movie. It allows brushing on
the image to select subsets of particular interest, which
will be highlighted in all other visible views. Using
the movie viewer the user is able to watch a movie of
several million points, control the playback and assign
colors to small subsets. The subset is displayed as a
scattercloud over the image. With larger subsets, more

than several thousand points in the subset, the time to
display the points slows down the movie rendering.

Layer View
The Layer View gives the user the ability to watch tours
of multiple data sets at the same time. This would be
useful for multivariate data where there are categorical
variables that might be used to partition the real-valued
variables, for example, time, space or group. The LayerCanvas class of Limn Layer View allows large subsets to be displayed on top of the original data set with
adjustable color and transparency. The technique used
to accomplish this task is generally termed image compositing.

Figure 1: The GLF approach to compositing can be
thought of as a pipeline where each image is processed
in several steps before being composited.
The Compositing Process
The process of building a composite image can be
viewed as a pipeline. Each layer starts with an animation frame from a single movie and is processed entirely
before moving on to the next.

blue (RGB), and the final 8-bits represent alpha, or the
transparency level of the pixel. An alpha of zero means
the pixel will be completely transparent, allowing pixels
further back in the z-buffer to show through. As a byte
value, an alpha of 255 means the pixel will be completely opaque in the color defined by the RGB bits.
Due to a bug in the Java Quicktime codecs for Windows, the original movies do not have a functioning
alpha channel, i.e., the alpha channel is completely
opaque for all pixels. If it were available, there would be
no need for a layer mask as the unwanted background
could simply be assigned an alpha of zero during the
movie-making process. Using the GLF approach, a
MaskWhiteFilter class was created which extends the
Java RGBImageFilter class. It converts any white pixel
( the color of our background) to black (completely
transparent) and any non-white pixel to white (completely opaque). The resulting image is then converted
to the appropriate grayscale BufferedImage type and
added to the Layer as its LayerMask memento. The
RGBImageFilter method, filterRGB, takes as input each
pixels (x, y) coordinate as will as a four-byte integer
color, rgb. Written in hexadecimal notation, 0xaarrggbb, the first byte, aa, represents the alpha channel
component, rr, gg, and bb represent the red, green and
blue components respectively. Code Listing 1 shows the
code which will create such a mask. It says that if the input pixel is white with or without an alpha channel- then
it should return an opaque black pixel (0xff000000),
otherwise, return an opaque white pixel (0xffffffff).

Suns Graphics Layer Framework (GLF) for Java uses
this approach. The three main GLF classes used are
the Layer, LayerComposition, and CompositionComponent. The Layer class holds the layer’s image as well
as several mementos which include a layer mask image,
image filters, and a composition rule. Next, the LayerComposition class merges a set of Layers based on
their mementos. Finally, the CompositionComponent,
which extends JComponent, displays the composition.
The following sections describe the process in more detail, why GLF was not the most efficient solution to the
problem, and how the solution was finally implemented.

public int filterRGB(int x, int y,
int rgb) {
if (((rgb & 0x00ffffff)|
rgb & 0xffffff) == 0x00ffffff) {
return 0xff000000;
} else {
return 0xffffffff;
}
}

Layer Masking

While this approach did work, the steps of first creating
a mask image and then applying it seemed inefficient.
With only a minor modification in the MaskWhiteFilter
code, it was possible to add the mask directly to the
image as an alpha channel, essentially correcting the
non-functioning alpha channel of the Quicktime movie
frame. Code Listing 2 shows the changes. Here, if a
pixel is white, the alpha channel is set to 00, otherwise
the original value is returned.

Typically, the first step in the process is to create a
masking layer which will show only the portions of the
image you want to remain visible, the remainder will be
transparent. The terminology and approach are derived
from photography and other analog media.
Most modern computer hardware and software support
32-bit color natively. 24-bits represent red, green, and

Code Listing 1: MaskWhiteFilter uses bitwise comparisons to decide whether to return a transparent pixel or
an opaque one
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public int filterRGB(int x, int y,
int rgb) {
if (((rgb & 0x00ffffff) |
rgb & 0xffffff) == 0x00ffffff) {
return 0x00000000;
} else {
return rgb;
}
}

Code Listing 2: If a pixel is white, return a completely
transparent pixel, otherwise return the original value

// Set Saturation to full
sat=1.0f;
// Get Lightness from colors and scale to [0,1]
lit=(float)((r>>16)+(g>>8)+b)/3.f/255.f;
// Get new RGB for each pixel based on new
// HSL values
rgb_new=Color.HSBtoRGB(hue,sat,lit);

Code Listing 3: Sample code for converting an image
to a fully saturated image of a single hue.
Alpha Blending Filter

Figure 2: The HSL color model allows the user to select
a color in a more natural fashion than RGB.
Hue Adjustment Filter
In order to differentiate between layers of grayscale
movies, a control was added to each layer that allows
the user to adjust the hue of each layer (Section Hue and
Alpha Control). Though the standard color model used
by computer displays is RGB, a more natural way for
humans to select color is by using the Hue-SaturationLightness (or Balance)HSL.
The hue value can be thought of as the colors of the rainbow, or the color of a light at a single wavelength. Saturation is generally viewed as the purity of a hue. A saturation value of 100% (byte value 255) represents pure
hue, light at a single wavelength. Saturations less than
that are equivalent to adding white light and tend toward
a gray scale (all color components equal) at a saturation
of zero. Lightness is related to the intensity of light, and
is byte-scaled from zero (black) to 255 (white).
To colorize the grayscale image with a pure hue then,
we set saturation to 255, maintain the grayscale value
as our lightness, and set our hue as desired. Since our
initial image is grayscale (i.e., R=G=B), we can simply set our lightness to any one of them. In the general case though, lightness is the average of the RGB
components. Java’s Color class includes a method for
converting HSL values to RGB.
//Change Hue to range [0,1]
hue /=255f;
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Rather than using GLFs CompositionRule memento,
the final implemented approach uses a Java JLayeredPane as a canvas for each image to be drawn. In this
way, we can build alpha channel for each frame in the
same step as the Hue Adjustment Filter. The animation
is fast when done in grayscale, but a little slower when
colors are used. Overall, however, this approach still
provided a faster and smoother animation than the GLF
approach.
When layers are combined using an alpha-channel, the
resulting RGB value at a given pixel is actually a linear
combination of the color components involved. In the
simplest case, when a semi-transparent color, RGB1 , is
alpha-blended over an opaque color, RGB0, the resulting color triplet is given by:
RGB10 = (1 − α1 )RGB0 + α1 RGB1
Where each (R,G,B) component is multiplied and added
individually. As more layers are added, each with their
own alpha channel, the equation becomes:
RGBn0 = αn +

n−1
X
i=0

αi x i

n
Y

(1 − αj )

j=i+1

Despite the blending of color layers, the animation of
the frames allows the eye to distinguish between layers
when just a few layers are involved.

Layer Canvas
The unique aspect of the Layer Viewer is the LayerCanvas class. It extends JLayeredPane and allows
Java components to be layered on top of each other
at different z-buffer depths. Each layer consists of an
ImagePanel object which extends JPanel. It provides
methods for displaying an Image on a JPanel. Among
the methods inherited from JPanel is setOpaque which,
when set to false, will allow the panel to be transparent
and yet show our images.

The full data set is displayed in grey scale at the back,
dark pixels represent low density and light pixels are
high density . The subsets are rendered as tinted grey
scale on the background. An example view is shown in
Figure 3. There are 3 subsets displayed. The data represents real-valued variables describing aspects of landuse across the USA. The subsets correspond to different
classes of land use, and in the two dimensions visible
the 3 have quite different land use signatures: the red
subset has lower values on both axes, the yellow higher
values on both axes. There is some overlap between
the classes, which means that at some sites the land use
classes are indistinguishable from each other, at least on
these variables.

Layer Motion Controls
Limn Layer View has play controls which function similar to a VCR or DVD player. Users can play the animations forward or backward in continuous motion, stop
the animation, and step forward or backward one frame
at a time.

Figure 5: The speed control allows the user to change
the speed at which the movies play.
The Speed Control allows the user to adjust the rate of
playback of the movies.

Layer Color Controls
For each movie, a separate Layer Color Control panel
is displayed. The panel shows a label which gives the
name of the movie the module is controlling, as well
as its depth layer in the LayerCanvas. The control panel
was written in an object oriented fashion and the following classes were built: ImageSlider extends JSlider and
provides the ability to place an image as a background
rather than the standard slider track. ImageSwatch extends JLayeredPane and provides method to place an
ARGB color sample over a background image. LayerColorControl extends JLayeredPane and is the container which holds the controls. It listens for changes in
the sliders to set the color values for the swatch.

Figure 6: The LayerColorControl module allows the
user to modify the Hue and Alpha value of each layer individually, choose whether or not to show a given layer,
and toggle between the original grayscale and colorized
images
Hue and Alpha Controls

Figure 3: The LayerCanvas allows image frames from
multiple movies to be layered on top of each other.

The Hue and Alpha sliders were built as instances of
the ImageSlider class. The background images were
generated with Jasc Paint Shop Pro to represent the hue
component of the HSL color wheel, and layer alpha respectively. When Layer View is started, the hue of each
layer is initially set by counting the number of layers
and spacing them equally on the hue slider. The Alpha
Slider is set as opaque for the backmost layer and 0.8
for the remaining layers. This assumes that the backmost layer is a superset of the movies layered on top of
it and is used as a reference in the projection space.
Color Swatch

Figure 4: The play controls allow the user move forward
and backward through the animation.

The Color Swatch is an instance of the ImageSwatch
class, and shows a sample of the selected Hue-Alpha
Vol.14 No.1
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combination over a gray and white checkerboard background. Its appearance is continually updated as the
sliders are adjusted. The ImageSwatch class also has
methods to set other color components in case other
controls are desired at a later time.
Show and Color Layer
The Show and Color checkboxes are instances of
JCheckBox and toggle whether or not the current layer
should be drawn in the LayerCanvas, and whether it
should colorize the layer or leave it grayscale. If the
user chooses grayscale, the Hue-Alpha filter will only
adjust the layer alpha channel.

Conclusions

data, so that the layered view represents a combination
of several densities. Each density is constructed independently of the other, and uses the full grey scale. We
see some disturbing effects. At the boundary of each
subset there is low density which manifests itself as a
ring of dark pixels. It creates an edge effect around each
subset, which is probably misleading when attempting
to describe the distribution of data. This needs further
investigation.
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Poster Series
Di Cook, Iowa State University

Description
The Statistical Graphics section of the American Statistical Association announces a series of four posters
highlighting statistical graphics. The posters are designed to highlight the central role of statistics and data
visualization among empirical disciplines. They are visually attractive, to lure the eye, and project several
layers of messages. These posters are ideally suited
to adorn the walls of academic departments, especially
where students frequent the halls.
The four posters are:
Show me the data encourages
people to plot their data. The design features three eyes masked
by data with the appropriate
graphic as the glint in the eye.

Learning to draw data illustrates
the conceptual phases of statistical graphics education. For example, elementary bar charts introduced in kindergarten to computer generated static bar charts
commonly used in the media today to highly interactive and dynamic software to exploring categorical data.
Pick a box serves a warning
against relying on a single number summary. Data plots provide
convenient summaries of complex structure in data. This example builds on a historical material developed by Anscombe
(1973) - discussed in Ed Tufte’s
book ’The Visual Display of
Quantitative Information’.
Look a little bit closer encourages people to examine intricacies in their data. Even normal distributed data may arise
from or contain many diverse
components.
The posters were developed by Martin Theus, Heike
Hofmann and myself over the Spring semester 2003.
Please support the section by ordering a series of posters
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for your department.

Availability
The posters are approximately 18” × 24” in size and
cost:

ll Members of Statistical Graphics section:
One poster .............
$ 3.00
All four posters .......
$ 10.00
Non-members:
One poster .............
All four posters .......

$ 5.00
$ 18.00

The Statistical Graphics section web site
http://www.amstat-online.org/sections/graphics has
information about ordering the posters.

John M. Chambers
Statistical Software
Award
Information for the 2004 competition is available at
http://www.statcomputing.org/awards/JMC/
announcement.html. The deadline for submission is
5pm EST Friday February 27, 2004.
This years prize was awarded to Daniel Adler of the
University of Gottingen for his extension to the R software system for allowing 3D visualization.

Statistical Computing and
Graphics Student Paper
Award
The Statistical Computing and Graphics sections of the American Statistical Association provide a financial award to contribute to travel
expenses for the best student paper at each
Joint Statistical Association.
Information is at
http://www.statcomputing.org/awards/student/
announcement.html.
The prizes for this year are:
• Guangzhe Fan, University of Alabama, “Regression Tree Analysis Using TARGET.”
• Feng Gao, Emory University, “Estimation of
Baseline Hazard with Time-Dependent Covariates”
• Alexander Gray, Carnegie Mellon University,
“Very Fast Multivariate Kernel Density Estimation via Computational Geometry”.
• Yufeng Liu, Ohio State University, “MultiCategory Support Vector Machine and PSILearning”.
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addressed to:
Ranjan Maitra
Editor, Statistical Computing Section
Department of Statistics
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011-1210
(515) • FAX: (515) 294 4040
maitra@iastate.edu

http://www.public.iastate.edu/∼maitra
Dianne Cook
Editor, Statistical Graphics Section
Department of Statistics
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011-1210
(515) 294 8865 • FAX: (515) 294 4040
dicook@iastate.edu

www.public.iastate.edu/∼dicook
All communications regarding ASA membership and
the Statistical Computing or Statistical Graphics Sections, including change of address, should be sent to:
American Statistical Association
1429 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-3402 USA
(703) 684-1221 • FAX (703) 684-2036
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Newsletter is a publication of the Statistical Computing and Statistical Graphics Sections of the ASA. All
communications regarding this publication should be

asainfo@amstat.org
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